Extreme Parenting: Is Extreme Parenting Effective Essay?

Amy Chua is a lawyer and writer. I graduated from
Harvard University and Harvard Law School. She
wrote four books: "The World of Fire: The Increase of
Racial Hatred and World Instability by Exporting Free
Market Democracy in 2003", Empire Memorial Day:
How the Ultimate Great Country Wang Zhan Ge and
Triple Package: Three unlikely features explain the
increase or decrease in American cultural groups
Empire Memorial Day: How superpowers became
dominant worldwide - And why they fell in 2007 -,
Tiger Mother's battle song is a book quoted in this
book. Pay for essays here.
"Extreme parenting is an effective technique", Anne
Herbert tried to explain to Ami Tsai's memoirs and
readers and book critics. Chua agreed to be a
Chinese in particular and explained her child-rearing
style with her memoirs, but also said, "Parents of all
cultures can adopt it." Halbert says, "Children do not
always want to do their best to determine the claims
of people agreeing to the book, but parents want
their children to work hard to achieve a high level of
success We should declare it. " This makes sense.
Parents on this side of discussion are likely to want
to control their children's lives, especially in
academia. Correspondingly, Mr. Fulbert said critics
say "Strict parents really care about their needs
rather than their own needs," rather than controlling

actions to aid children's growth Succeeded.
According to Mr. Halbert, strict parents tend to "have
a very limited success". "Successful people are not
necessarily happy people," critics point out. People
who agree to strict parenting clarify the idea that
success does not depend strictly on scores and that
such a child rearing method has little room for
creativity, so this description is complete I refute.
Halbert also said he believed that children were born
in the "state of blank paper" comparing the way of
early Americans to the 18th century. Child believes
that "It is naturally good unless it receives corruption
training". In addition to dealing with this change
Hulbert also argued that European tourists said that
"American children have been less persistently
trained than they used to" It is.
This type of child rearing can be thought of as a
balance between two extreme forms of child rearing.
Dr. Baum Lean, a leading psychologist, developed a
child-rearing theory in the late 1960's. It is intimate
and intimate. Many studies have found that
improving tolerance is actually related to child
problems such as poor academic performance and
behavioral problems. For example, in one study, it
was found that children under 4 years of age tend to
be more tolerant and to internalize the problem
more. By contrast, children with more authoritative
parenting styles show little evidence of
internalization.

Each parent begins at different times from tolerance
or punishment. Some parents tend to adopt a more
tolerant or more punitive child rearing approach.
Respecting parenting is the third form of parenting
that can take balance into account. The balance of
respected parents requires that the course be
transferred to pages 7 - 6 of the workbook. Please
read the following example in class. Saturday
morning. A 12 year old Ben plans to play basketball
with friends after breakfast. His housework on
Saturday morning was cleaning his room and
cleaning the breakfast. The rule of the family is that
Ben must do housework before going out. When my
mother came back from grocery shopping, she met
Ben and went to play basketball.

